FIT FOR LIFE

Size matters

£1million?
Go travelling, Canada, Africa.
Who’d be at your perfect
dinner party?
Mo Farah, Usain Bolt, and
family. They are scattered
around so we don’t often get
together.
When did you last cry?
When my son was born.
What makes you belly
laugh? My son, when he
climbs on things, dances and
bounces around. He has an
infectious laugh.
What makes you angriest?
I’m not a patient traveller
and any delay feels personal
and gets me pretty wound
up, but I’m not an angry
person.
You’re on holiday. Where’s
your phone?
No idea. I couldn’t tell you
where it is now.
Can you imagine retirement?
No.
How would you like to be
remembered?
Someone who gives their best
at everything they try.

‘MY PERFECT
DINNER COMPANIONS
WOULD BE MO FARAH
AND USAIN BOLT’
years ago,
spreading north
two years ago.
WHAT DO YOU NEED?

Comfortable,
stretchy clothes,
not baggy so
they ride up with
the hoop, plus
trainers and
water. Hanna
provides hoops in
various weights

and sizes or you
can buy your own
for around £15.
HOW MUCH? £30 for
a six-week block
of classes; £5 for
a taster session.
THEY SAY It’s really
good fun and so
playful that you
don’t realise
you’re doing a
workout. Don’t

worry if you drop
the hoop to start
with. Everyone is
supportive.
WE SAY Take care
with the hoop or
you could get
bruised. Smiles
guaranteed.
Advance booking
essential: hanna.
casement@
googlemail.com.

Carol Westmorland discovers that your ear size and leg
length can reveal a lot about your general health...

I

’m rather proud of mine.
I can’t claim to be the
only one to sport such a
delectable pair – it will
be in the family. A sort
of shared USP and it means
I am happy to expose them
for all the world to see.
Like an elephant I never
forget. I don’t miss a thing –
I’m all ears. So it came as
something of a surprise to
read that small ears are not
so good after all. They may,
in my opinion, be more
aesthetically pleasing but in
reality they can be a sign of
kidney problems. This fact
made me want to know
more about the hidden
messages our bodies
deliver to those who know.
We will start with hips.
Big ones. You can use them
to prop your shopping on.
Scientists are saying big
hippers have poor memory
caused by restricted blood
flow leading to cognitive
problems. In other words
you may find it difficult to
think straight. Note this
down, should you qualify.
You never know when you
may need to use it should
you forget an important
birthday.
Thighs. An area of the
body that females, and men
for that matter, have issues
with. They will either be
too chunky or too small. I
bet that most honest
people at some time will
have looked down and let
out a sigh. Big, solid thighs
are best in my book. To
learn that skinny thighs can
lead to an early demise was
heartening. Apparently low
muscle mass in the thigh
area can affect insulin
sensitivity. We are being
actively encouraged to build
those thighs into powerful
beasts of poor muscle. I
would suggest lots and lots
of squatting to achieve this.
Finally something I can

SCIENTISTS SAY
BIG HIPPERS
MAY FIND IT
HARD TO THINK
STRAIGHT
do absolutely nothing about
– short legs. Scientists say,
rather broadly, that it is
all down to ‘early
childhood environmental
circumstances’ and this
means I had to share my
early fuel intake.
It had to go three ways
between my sisters Gilly,
Jo-Jo and me. Hence short
legs which can make those
challenged more
susceptible to diabetes.
Body dimensions can
indicate a wealth of
information about your
present and long-term
health. In the future you
may need to say nothing
at all. No need to convince
the specialist. They will
take one good look at
you and know. The
conversations in the
doctor’s surgery will be
along the lines of “ah, yes I
can see it is those long
fingers of yours”. Mark my
words.
Carol Westmorland lives in
Cumrew. She is a Cycling
Time Trials national
champion, clocking up 445
miles in 24 hours. She also
teaches pilates.
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